Abstract-This paper is mainly focused on the study of the techniques available for the safety analysis of critical systems. It is never possible to build a completely safe system. There is a possibility to bring the behavior of these systems within acceptable limits. For safety evaluation of such systems both formal and informal techniques are available. Both techniques have their own prospects and consequences. Informal techniques are simpler to learn and easier to interpret and have more space for creativity and imagination of the analyst. Formal techniques due to their rigorousness ensure completeness. In this paper, we have analyzed both techniques after defining few parameters. Our study found it that formal techniques are better but usage of informal techniques can never be overlooked. Some approaches combine formal and informal techniques to reap the benefits of both. In some cases, informal techniques can be used as pre-requisite to narrow down the input of minimal critical set for formal techniques and reduce the effort required for formalization of the entire system.
I. INTRODUCTION
A safety critical system is one whose malfunctioning may result in loss of human lives or some serious injury, severe damage or loss to some expensive and sensitive equipment or leakage of pollutants or nuclear radiations and wastes which may harm the environment badly [5] .
Safety is internal property of a system but safe system can never be guaranteed. However, if in some system risk of damage to life, environment or property can be controlled and brought within the acceptable limits, then such a system can be called safe. With continually increasing penetration of IT into industry and service sectors, numbers of critical systems are increasing and there is more demand for safer systems [3] , [11] .
This paper critically analysis all such techniques (formal or informal). A wide variety of techniques for safety analysis is available. These techniques are both formal and informal such as Fault Hazard Assessment (FHA) [12] , Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) [15] , Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) [21] and FSSA [8] and DCCA [19] . Formal techniques are currently focus of the academic research because these techniques keenly consider the system under analysis and have bright prospects to ensure safe systems. Many newer formal approaches for safety analysis are developed [4] . Formal methods have higher probability of providing better safety analysis for critical systems [4] , [8] . If formal and informal approaches are used in combination, it is definitely an important step towards safer software systems. If Formal methods stress thorough and in-depth analysis then informal methods have greater scope for intuition and imagination by various stakeholders [9] - [11] , e.g., possible hazards or errors imagination. Combination of formal and informal techniques can be constructively used for safety analysis.
II. ANALYSIS OF SAFETY APPROACHES
In this paper, we have analyzed both formal and informal techniques as under;
A. Informal (Traditional Techniques)
FMEA or FMECA is a bottom up approach where all possible errors are enlisted and then classified to target those errors that may cause hazards or mishaps. FMEA is definitely useful to propose changes in a system during its development, thereby reducing the cost to be incurred if these errors and there consequences were overlooked. All errors are presented in tabular form and are helpful to study the system, its event and safety concerns. Finding out all such errors is a hectic effort and can never be ensured that all the errors are found. Success of FMEA depends upon thorough understating of the system. Alternatively, Fault trees can be automated to reduce the time required to carry out the safety analysis and eventually reduce the error or manual shortcomings of conventional FMEA. The tool that uses model for generation of fault trees, are discussed in [27] , can be refined to improve the generation of quality trees. Formalization of FMEA is possible and it should be made a necessary part of comprehensive and detailed safety analysis to improve its quality aspects. FFMEA can be used standalone without combination of other safety techniques for successful and complete analysis of safety critical systems [21] , [18] .
Despite its several advantages FMEA has a vital drawback of intuitively finding out errors. Imagination of analysts in carrying out safety analysis is quite important. Secondly there might be many errors that are harmless and do not lead to mishaps. Such errors are given undue attention in this technique. This effort can be seen as an overhead and has no role in value addition to the safety of the system. Then FMEA is of course an error prone technique as "human is err" and has limitations to analyze the safety concerns. Out of existing traditional techniques, FMEA is considered better [15] [17] .
FTA is a top down approach, in which all possible hazards are enlisted, for a safety critical system and then conventional method of fault trees is used to found all those errors that are root cause of these hazards. Since hazards that may occur are definitely few as compared to the errors in the system, FTA has more probability of success then FMEA but it does not happen for the reasons to be discussed later. If all such hazards are carefully enlisted, then all possible errors can be found and effort can be made to either remove these errors or counter the effect of these errors through error handling routines [15] . Possibility to enlist all the errors that are reason for some hazard or fault is quite implausible. Such errors can be overlooked and may result in mishaps. Again the success of FTA is strongly dependent on the imagination and creativity of the analysts. Since human errors are always present, this technique is also error prone. It is also important to discuss that generation of all the possible fault trees for FTA is not a simple task and only a partial portion of the fault trees can be generated and studied which further limits the FTA [1] , [2] , [4] .
Understanding of system and relationship between events is possible through graphical format of FTA. Concentration of FTA on failures is a redundant work because there are many failures that don't have any roots in the system and then many failures might converge on same type of errors and considering these errors again and again is definitely redundancy of work, and FTA should not do extra effort on this exercise. Qualitative evaluation along with quantitative evaluation can be helpful to avoid accidents because quantitative analysis may mislead [2] , [4] .
FHA considers the functionalities of the software system for hazard assessment. FHA uses the basic concepts of HAZOP (Hazard Analysis and Operability). HAZOP has focus on the deviations of a system from its design intentions. It is assumed that all the errors are mainly due to failure to meet design considerations and if these considerations are carefully met in the development of the system then these errors can be minimized. This technique mainly assumes that system has been carefully studied and all the possible hazards, their effects or consequences and remedies are incorporated in the system. Once all such effort has been made, then any failure is due to improper development of the system. But thorough and in-depth study of the system and incorporating every possible event in the design is impossible. Therefore, this technique has its limitations and cannot be considered better than FTA and FMEA [12] .
Petri net models which use backward analysis by using faults and failures to study the hazards and determine critical areas of the system. This technique helps to use fault tolerant or fail-safe safety mechanisms to address critical areas of the system. One of the major draw-back which kicks this technique out of the competition is complexities involved in the buildup of Petri net models. Secondly, Petri net models are not applied on the realistic systems, hence there efficacy and success is still an interrogation mark [22] .
CORAS project [23] carefully integrates all the traditional techniques. This integration helps to present combinatorial results of these techniques.
B. Formal Techniques
Through analysis and evaluation of the informal techniques it is very clear that these techniques are error prone and these techniques do not ensure complete analysis of the system. Formal methods are more rigorous in nature and thoroughly study the safety concerns of a critical system [15] . In order to deal with incomplete or insufficient functional requirements one of the oldest semi-formal methods is verification of functional correctness. Graphical Requirement Analysis (GRA) converts functional requirements into logic bases graphical representation. Functional requirements are traced and can be verified but this identification of functional requirement is not in full detail but present these requirements up to certain level. Thus functional correctness is not the best solution to safety analysis. DCCA uses mathematical proofs to eliminate the error occurrence of informal methods [30] .
Fault Trees can be formalized to verify the completeness of the analysis and flaws of analysis that may occur due to informal fault trees can be removed. FTA approach can declare a system either less safe than the actual safeness of the system or it can over emphasize the safeness of the system [47] . A formalized fault tree ensures that all the possible causes for a consequence are listed. Any failure can't occur without a cause and minimal cut set through completeness condition is guaranteed. But there might be certain conditions where it can be proved that an FTA may consider a safer system unsafe. Suppose there are two events, if any of these events fail, system fails. FFTA uses AND-gate to describe the system but OR-gate must be in the fault tree. This factor shows that a formalized FTA may not result in minimal cut set [6] .
This drawback has been considered in DCCA. The reason is that DCCA uses computational tree logic (CTL) the logic behind CTL is branching time logic [27] whereas FFTA rely on linear time logic. DCCA considers "existential properties of concurrent program in addition to its universal properties" [28] and secondly inner nodes of a FTA are formalized in FTA which is quite complicated task and some time too hard to incorporate but DCCA doesn't require formalization of the inner nodes of a tree. Thirdly, another concern is order of growth required to fulfill the completeness condition in FFTA or DCCA, which is exponential to find the minimal cut sets. This factor is of less criticality in DCCA. FTA or FMEA can be used for pre analysis of the minimal criticality sets for DCCA. Last but not the least is the monotony of criticality which minimizes proof effort required to find minimal critical set by taking an empty set, a singleton set and then multiple element set. Existence of an empty set as a critical set proves that the system design is improper and has functional flaws. Existence of a singleton set as minimal critical sets emphases functional correctness of the system and this principle is similar to traditional FTA then there is multiple elements set ( an improved FMEA) which is already described in the first mode drawback of FFTA [19] [25] [26] .
Functional correctness and fault tolerance is the two main or say vital safety concerns of a system. DCCA focuses on the functional correctness of the system. The main reason is that functional properties can be more rigorously verified through formal methods. This problem is present in almost all the formal methods used to address the safety concerns of the system. However, FSSA technique considers functional correctness as well as fault tolerant behavior of the system to counter this flaw of the formal methods. Basic concept of FSSA is derived from ForMoSa methodology [7] . FSSA is completely distinct from all other safety techniques whether these are formal or informal. Other techniques consider the intended behavior of the system as an input and then find out errors in it, but FSSA takes chaotic model as an input which comprises both intended and un-intended behavior and is a "set of all possible inputs and output" [8] . This model can be represented in a tabular form. Then elimination of failure behavior is then carried out by considering the entire chaotic model. Thus FSSA ensures that all the failure modes are discovered. This factor shows superiority of FSSA over DCCA and FFTA. But FSSA should not be taken as alternative to formal techniques due to its complexities involved in it. But it must be used as a complementary for highly critical systems for better safety analysis. FSSA has two limitations which are i) sets that are used for analysis are of exponential size ii) and lack of creativity, or intuition in formalism. But these limitations are addressed by FSSA by taking the failure modes at component level rather than at system level. Another concept about FSSA is that it is very difficult and complex approach. Then states are missing in the formalism with the objective to avoid mutual exclusiveness because mutual exclusiveness is most of the time source of errors. Another important advantage of FSSA is that it can be used for traditional techniques of safety analysis [8] .
UML and its artifacts can be used for safety analysis and can be integrated with other safety techniques for both formal and informal analysis. Use cases can be used either directly for early analysis through some of the adaptations or extensions in the diagram or textual descriptions or can be integrated in formal or textual form with some other safety technique. Fault trees can be generated from the use cases. Misuse cases (MUC) are another application of UML in deriving the failure modes from a system. MUC if compared with traditional techniques is that it relates threats to the actions of a system. MUC as compared to HAZop identifies potential hazards. The major advantage of this step is relation of an activity to possible hazard. MUC is less confusing as compared with FMEA. Unintended behavior of the system can be viewed with the help of misuse cases. Water tank example explained in [11] a misuse case can "aggravate" or "mitigate" the effect some other use case or misuse case. MUC is far better than FMEA in identifying the failure modes of the system where user interacts but is less effective than FMEA as far as "inner working" is concerned. Secondly, MUC approach is easier to use and learn than FMEA and can be combined with FMEA for better results. The main disadvantage of MUC is that it is less descriptive than fault trees and requires necessary changes to minimize this gap, which make MUC quite complicated. The discussion on performance of MUC as compared to traditional techniques shows that misuse cases can be used in combination with traditional techniques to reap the benefits of UML. MUC as compared to DCCA is its ability to represent what an actor can do and what it can not do. MUC can introduce indirect negative actions, which are not introduced in DCCA because DCCA considers only those "events or conditions that are directly affecting the critical events". However, DCCA has main advantage to represent "explicit timeline and causal relationship between events and also has explicit yes no choices" [9] , [10] .
Formal techniques are rigorous and ensure completeness but informal techniques have valid advantage of utilizing the skills and creativity of the analyst. It will be more advantageous if both types of techniques are combined for better depiction of safety concerns of the system.
III. CONCLUSION
Traditional techniques can perceive a safe system unsafe and vice versa. Thus safety concerns of a system are ambiguous in traditional techniques and require formalism to cater for this problem. These techniques if used as an input to formal techniques by narrowing the scope of minimal critical set to be further addressed in formal techniques shows better results. There are many formal techniques which either take informal techniques as input or integrate them.
This study is a survey of the existing safety analysis techniques. Although DCCA has high success rate out of all safety analysis techniques, but its major drawback is its inability to consider unintended behavior and thus fails to incorporate fault tolerance of the system. In future we will compare DCCA and FSSA and efforts will be made to incorporate unintended behavior in DCCA. Another issue is about the reusability of the models used for safety analysis. These models can be stored in some database and reused for same domain if required.
